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01 ACES 2:00
02 BANSHEE 1:40
03 BLADES 1:39
04 BONESPIKE 2:00
05 CRANK 2:15
06 FURY 1:41
07 GUNCLUB 3:19
08 MARAUDER 2:15
09 MORTALITY 3:16
10 NIGHT RIDE 3:16
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11 PYREXIA 2:00
12 RISING 1:57
13 TRIP 1:49
14 WARP 2:04
15 WRAITH 1:57
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ubermosh original soundtrack
One of the hardest games I've ever played. This game requires a lot of meticulous coordination between both keyboard and
mouse. Once I got used to the coordination and controls the levels become less intimidating and game's levels completion
becomes exponentially satisfying. I recommend this game to anyone looking for a challenge!
In terms off game design:
-Graphics has a fun and classical looking
-Music is awesome!
-Level design feels unique and experientially nice
. I love this game I have bought it for 2$ but it is worth so much more. It has enough story to keep it from being boring and the
crafting and combat are easy and fun. Let me start off by saying this isn't a game for everybody. Even the easiest mode, Arcade,
has elements of realismto it. So those who are looking for a quick play, turn away. That said, I'd suggest using a joystick to fully
enjoy the game. A mouse severley limits your ability to fight effectively.
Graphics: 9/10 - Though somewhat old, it puts up a great show
Gameplay: 9/10 - If you buy it for what it is, its splendid
Story/Missions: 8/10 - More mission based than a story.
Multiplayer: 8/10 - Great fun, though it takes practice to rise up to human intelligence. It's really quite good - sort-of Tetris but
really not Tetris...
It has a load of game modes and plenty of hooks - it has that "nearly dead and rescued at the last second" thing which Tetris was
brilliant at
Highly Recommended
p.s. if you like that, seek out Slydris - it's not available on Steam but is worth finding as it's also a rather excellent Tetris
Variant!!. An interesting otome VN with the main character's sex changing when in the dream world and their journey about
who they want to be. I think Sakuya was the most interesting character for me because a lot of their issues with gender is one I
myself have felt but the game is more about Sakuya's discovery in that it's not about gender but the character of a person that
defines them. I think it's a good game to check out for it's themes about gender identity and feeling comfortable in your body,
but as a romance VN it isn't really all that exciting, and the mystery in this volume is really passive. I'm excited to play the rest
of the East Tower games, despite finding this one bit bland because i'm very interested in what was presented of the other
characters, and I hear the content in each subsequent volume increased quite a bit. Over all, this is kind of a toss up when it
comes to being a reccomendation, but I can see it being a nice game to play if the theme interests you, as it is an original plot
idea for an otome.. Beekeeper girl's replacement is cute. And Tegiri is even more anime than anyone could ever anticipate.
Overall fun stories though!. Gameplay}--☑ Try not to get addicted
☐ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Nothing special
☐ Ehh
☐ Bad
☐ Just dont
---{Graphics}--☐ Masterpiece
☐ Beautiful
☑ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Will do
☐ Bad
☐ Awful
☐ Paint.exe
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---{Audio}--☐ Eargasm
☐ Very good
☐ Good
☑ Decent
☐ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape
---{Audience}--☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☑ Everyone
---{PC Requirements}--☐ Check if you can run paint
☑ Potato
☐ Decent
☐ Fast
☐ Rich boi
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer
---{Story}--☑ Doesnt have (Not counting historical stuff)
☐ Something isnt nothing I guess
☐ Not greatly told
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Lovely
☐ Will make you cry or smile alot
---{Difficulity}--☐ Just press a bunch of buttons
☐ Easy
☐ Significant brain usage
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Not so easy
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls
---{Grind}--☑ Nothing
☐ Only if you care about leaderboards/ranks
☐ Isnt necessary to progress
☐ A bit grindy sometimes
☐ Average grind level
☐ A bit grindy
☐ Insanity
---{Game Time}--☐ Long enough for a cup of tea
☐ Short
☐ Average
☐ Long
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☐ Depends on you
☑ Endless
---{Price}--☐ Just buy it
☑ Worth the price
☐ Wait for sale
☐ Maybe if you have some spare money left
☐ Not recommended
☐ Dont throw money into a rubbish bin
---{Bugs}--☑ Never had any
☐ Minor bugs
☐ Few bugs
☐ Can get annoying
☐ Ruining the game
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs. Really good game, although alot of problems
Such as: People not being able to start the game without it crashing,game not saving any data during a playthrough of the
campaign meaning you have to playthrough it again,graphics cutting out,stupid AI
I played this game on the 360 8 years ago and it was really fun although some of the problems that ive listed were in it way
before the company that made the game went belly up,it's a shame that the devs didnt fix these issues for they had a good year
or two to fix it.
Dont forget to install the legacy driver alot of old games use it
Also the Multiplayer is not dead a few people made a discord and they get together there and there to have a good old macth of
multiplayer.
I would have given the game 9/10 8 years ago but now even since the company went belly and the fact that you have to use the
ancient legacy driver I give it a 7/10
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An all around classic that is as good now as it was on release. Doesn't hold your hand very much so getting it can take work, but
the general gist of simple. Early game is trading. This moves onto logistics as you open your own production buildings. Then
politicing as you try to become mayor of your own town, then Alderman. Not to mention building your own trading posts, which
is always my favourite.. I was pleasantly surprised by how much I enjoyed playing this game. The graphics are beautiful and
each boss fight is unique. I love the puzzles as well. I hope there will be more updates in the near future.. Awesome gift I got for
the holidays! SUPER-SIC-Platformer. This game gives me Vietnam flashbacks. Not a clue why they made this game how it is,
its awful and absolutely no fun at all, AI is absolutely shocking along with the whips, you randomly crash if you OJ, the back
end of the bike constantly makes you crash even with little acceleration, they went from having a potentially good game to
making it horriffic. dont waste your money on this. The game is good, but I dont recommend it since the dev didnt complete it ):
6/10. I've just paid 8.99USD for SKT, I played it for few hours, in the end I got so bored.
This is just a very dissappointing game. I've played many rpgs. I love strategy,
and I've paid double or half for games that have been entertaining that have
given me over 1k hours or over 200 hours of fun respectively.. Very happy with the purchase , I recommend the game
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